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NEW QUESTION: 1
Select each Use Case on the left and drag it to the appropriate
Router on the right.
Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which two statements below define a requirement for an Entity
of type "Entity list" to be resolved from a user sentence using
natural language processing? (Choose two.)
A. It is sufficient if the user sentence contains one value
that matches a value of any entity in the list.
B. The user sentence must have at least one value of each

Entity contained in the entity list.
C. The entity of type entity list is the only entity that needs
to be associated with the intent.
D. All entities in the list of entities must be associated with
the intent.
Answer: B,D

NEW QUESTION: 3
A. Option
B. Option
C. Option
D. Option
Answer: C

D
C
B
A

NEW QUESTION: 4
Advertising can increase sales of a ______ product, but it
cannot create demand for a bad one;
consumers may buy a ______ item because of advertising--but
only once.
A. needless . . single
B. good . . new
C. reliable . . costly
D. useful . . valuable
E. well-made . . badly made
Answer: E
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Both halves of the sentence make much the same point--that
people will buy good products but not bad
ones. Only the words in choice .fit this idea.
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